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Hydrogen Bath

Can make hydrogen bath 
to attach ceramic for bath 
to the HHO gas inhaler.
Can absorb hydrogen 
through the skin

Applying for the Second-class marketing license for the medical devices
Patent pending
Clinical trial data

Colour customization is possible
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Platinum Coated Titanium Electrode
Platinum coated titanium electrodes have high 
electrochemical catalytic performance and 
excellent durability. Among them, we use the 
highest grade electrodes made in Japan.

Water: Ultrapure grade
We use food additive 
grade baking soda for 
electrolysis of water. It has 
been used as a calf 
powder and konjac 
coagulant for a long time, 
and you can use it with 
with assured safety.

Gas analysis
At Japan Food Research 
Laboratories, the components of 
HHO gas were analyzed.
We have obtained analysis results 
of 64% hydrogen and 33% oxygen.

Photon energy
An ultra-weak vibration energy generator is installed inside the 
machine to decompose the water cluster of the electrolyte, 
electrolyze it more efficiently, and inhale high-quality HHO gas.
Since water is always activated, it maintains a hygienic condition 
and it detoxifies, then deodorizes by breaking and decomposing 
molecular chains of harmful substances such as trihalomethane 
and dioxin.

Dry cellWet cell

Machine features

Assured safety 
in electrolysis

Baking soda (food additive)
If the water to be electrolyzed contains 
chlorine or metal ions (calcium, 
magnesium, etc.), it will adhere to or 
corrode to the electrodes, damaging the 
electrodes and reducing the efficiency of 
electrolysis. Therefore we use pure water 
grade water that has much less 
impurities than normal water.

Hydrogen molecule (H2) HHO gas

Ionization of 
hydrogen

New Release

The new highly-concentrated 
HHO Gas Inhaler "My Mother" can 
be operated continuously and 
the HHO gas amount generated 
is one of the highest in the world.
The key to the HHO Gas Inhaler is 
the structure of the electrodes 
and cells. The optimum cell 
differs depending on whether it 
is set up in a large-capacity type 
or a compact type.
There are two types of electrode 
cell methods that generate HHO 
gas: wet cells and dry cells.

Type to put the 
electrode in the 
water tank

Type that prevents water from 
leaking to the outside of the electrode

The machine has a long life span. Also considering the health and safety of the 
user as well as hygiene, highly safe electrolytes were selected for its use in the 
electrolysis process and uses photon energy particles, a latest development in 
this scientific field. 

This HHO gas inhaler 
produces 

IONIZED HYDROGEN.

Professional 
Use Model

World-class HHO Gas Generation Amount
Continuous operation is possible with simple operation

The Name is 
 “my mother”

This inhaler generates HHO gas that is an atomic gas. 
When a hydrogen atom is ionized, it is separated into a 
hydrogen ion and an electron. It is said that hydrogen 
molecules are difficult to ionize because they are 
stable substances.

-Effects of Hydrogen-MK Trivia

Structural example of 
platinum coated 
titanium electrode

Water can be circulated through the 
gaps between the electrodes to 
reduce the amount of water.
By the water circulation, the machine 
can be cooled, continuous operation 
is possible. It is suitable for machine to 
make the large amount of HHO gas.

The structure is 
simple, small. 
It is suitable for 
portable machine.
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※There are some errors by analysis method and gas chromatograph.

Hydrogen Oxygen Gas 
Component Analysis results

Japan Food Research Laboratories
(January 8, 2021)

Hydrogen combines 
with ROS.

Water (H₂O)

ROS becomes water !!

90% of the causes of illness are ROS (Reactive 
Oxygen Species) also known as FREE RADICAL.

Hydrogen combines with ROS,
and change into Water.
(H₂O, Harmless Material)
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What is 
Mitochondria

However, at that time, 
free radicals are also generated, 
which hurt the body.

Mitochondria make 
body's energy (ATP).

Hydrogen is effective in creating energy 
and removing free radicals.


